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ABSTRACT

Competition between stohastic and regular properties in point vortices systems is in focus for many
years because of connection of this problem and the model on turbulence. Point vortices arranged in a
regular polygon performs the unstable system if number of vortices more than seven [1]. Exponential
growth of the disturbances predicted by linear theory must lead to random chaotic behaviour. In this
work the system of eight vortices is assumed to be couple interacting rings of four vortices. Hence the
number of degrees of freedom is reduced to one. The governing equations of disturbances evolution

leads to autonomous second order ODE system [2]:
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This system describes the regular nonlinear behaviour of the vortex octagon
disturbances, contributed to symmetry mentioned above. Unstable equlib-
rium state is(% = 1, ϕ = 0). It is shown that different types of the dis-
turnances exist. The first one is closed curves round about the equlibrium
point, the second type leaves it outside. The figures presents sample phase
portraits of this types of solution. The choice of the solution branch depends
on the initial value of disturbances. The criterion of solution separation is
the value ofϕ0 when the value of%0 is determined from expression:
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The separation values ofϕ0 is approximately equal toϕcr ≈ 31π/736.
Solution of the first type correspond toϕcr < ϕ0 < π/4, solution of the
second type correspond toϕ0 < ϕcr. Both sets of the solution is open and
is not cross the equlibrium point.
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